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Coming to Age : An Introduction to Somali Metrics / Farah Ahmed Ali “Gamuute”
Ponte Invisibloile (redsea-online), Africa 2018
288p.
9788888934471
$ 45.00 / null
850 gm.
In this well researched study, Farah A Gamuute reveals the various uses of the
metrical unit in Somali Poetry and the interaction between the metrical unit,
music and the language. 64 genres or measures were identified and fully
analysed; the number of genres possible in Somali poetry is still being counted
and three new genres have been identified while awaiting publication of this
volume.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=462299
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Rudiments of Mandarin / Yan Yan Chan
Hong Kong University Press,Hongkong 2018
viii, 204p.
Includes Index ; Free Online Audio
9789888390953
$ 35.00 / null
550 gm.
The Rudiments of Mandarin is designed for foreign students who have no prior
knowledge of the Chinese language. It introduces the learner to the Chinese
phonetic system Hanyu Pinyin and authentic dialogues for everyday situations.
The chapters focus on interesting themes like self-introduction, campus life,
transportation, shopping, food, and travel. The drills and discussions equip the
learner with useful grammar and key vocabulary, both of which will help them
communicate in Chinese more efficiently. The authors have also made every
effort to include Hong Kong–specific elements, such as local lexical items and
culture notes, in each chapter. The Rudiments of Mandarin is unique among
Chinese-language textbooks because it is specifically designed for learners who
are studying and living in Hong Kong.
This book is accompanied by downloadable mp3 files, which include audio
recordings of the text, vocabulary, and listening exercises.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=459482
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------No Language Left Behind : Indigenous African Languages, Educational Policies
and Sustainable Development : 31st Inaugural Lecture, Thursday, 26th July 2018
/ Appolonia Uzoaku Okwudishu
Nigeria
100p.
ISSN: 2636-3059
$ 10.00 / null
150 gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=457160
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Translation and Language Studies in Nigeria : A Festschrift in Honour of Professor
Amos Amechi / Ihechi Nkoro & Chidinma Okeogu
Rhyce Kerex Publishers, Nigeria 2018
xxxii, 380p.
9789785408843
$ 75.00 / null
800 gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=457161
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Literary and Linguistic Perspective on Orality, Literacy and Gender Studies : A
Celebration of Oluwtoyin Jeged @60 / Ayo Osisanwo, Kazeem Adebiyi-Adelabu &
Adebayo Mosobalaje (eds)
Krafts Book, Nigeria 2018
xxiv, 626p.
Includes Index
9789789185252
$ 100.00 / null
1100 gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=457162
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------African Proverbs From Yorubaland / F. I. Sotunde
Francis Heritage Publishers, Nigeria 2018
xiv, 168p.
9789785593105
$ 30.00 / null
300 gm.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=457159
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Korean for K-Pop Travelers (Includes CD) / Ahn Yongjun (Eds)
Darakwon, South Korea 2018
224p.- Includes MP3 CD
9788927732181
$ 38.00 / null
450 gm.
● A must-have Korean tour guidebook for K-pop fans and people planning a trip
to Korea!
● A Korean speaking practice book for traveling with essential real life
expressions and vocabulary!
● Watch video clips of a 5-day trip to Seoul and witness the Korean expressions
and vocabulary being used in real situations
● Learn about various aspects of the Korean language and culture, while picking
up some helpful tips for your trip!Korean for K-Pop Travelers, which incorporates
survey results from foreigners, is a book containing the most essential Korean
expressions for K-pop travelers who have decided to make their way to Korea
and also provides a guide for a trip that’s best suited for their purposes and
lifestyles. This book was conceptualized based on a storytelling technique, which
takes K-pop travelers through 5 days and 4 nights in Seoul while on a visit to see
a concert by their favorite K-pop artist. What sets this book apart is that you can
see the whole itinerary for the trip and Korean expressions being enacted in video
form. To do this, members of K-pop group Favorite travel to the hottest tourist
spots and see, taste, and feel what these places have to offer—all captured on
video. The video clips highlight the appeal of these tourist attractions and include
useful Korean expressions along with English subtitles to aid in the viewers’
understanding.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=461847
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Talk To Me In Korean : 100-day Study Journal / TalkToMeInKorean (Ed)
Longtail Books, Korea 2017
128p.
9780986274237
$ 42.50 / HB
500 gm.
TalkToMeInKorean.com is the world's largest Korean language education site with
more than 5 million learners worldwide. TalkToMeInKorean.com is the premier
Korean language education website, Are learning Korean and more about Korea
through free lessons in Talk To Me In Korean. Talk To Me In Korean 's 100 - Day
Korean Study Planner is designed to make it easier for learners to learn foreign
languages effectively and more easily.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=461848
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Korean Verbs Guide Vol. 1 & 2 - 6th Ed. / TalkToMeInKorean (Ed)
Longtail Books, Korea 2017
2v,
9788956057064.
$ 70.00 / null
600 gm.
Book Details:
100 Essential Verbs for Beginners
This book introduces 100 essential verbs that are commonly used in everyday
Korean. The two-volume set contains 50 verbs fully conjugated. Covering all verb
types, this guide is the key to effective practice and acclimatisation to the
conjugation rules through hundreds of real-life sample sentences and useful quiz
questions. A learning tool for beginners, and a reference resource for everyone,
this book will help learners gain a complete understanding of one of the
fundamental pillars of language learning.
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=461846
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------100 Thai Words That Make You Sound Thai - Second Edition / Stephen Saad ,Kru
Yuki
Arun Press, Bangkok, Thailand 2018
172p.
9781911079149
$ 30.00 / null
280 gm.
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For Intermediate Learners
Stephen Saad has spent over ten years working, living and traveling in Thailand.
He never found a book that is neither a beginner’s basic book nor a weighty
academic tome but a book that explains the Thai you hear every day in Thailand.
So he wrote one!
A book that is aimed at those foreigners who can already speak Thai to a basic
level but struggle to form longer sentences or speak naturally using everyday
Thai as they do in English. '100 Thai words that make you sound Thai' gives the
learner the key connecting words, time context words, comparison words,
exclamations and other words that are key to forming whole sentences and
describing thoughts and situations beyond basic level. Crucially, this book
delivers all of this in a non-stuffy way with plenty of tips and insight as if Steve is
talking to you and sharing what he has learnt over the years, rather than giving
you a course in Thai grammar.
Finally, Steve has used a totally new concept involving assigning indicator icons
and a scale of 1 to 5 to words to indicate the feel of the word and therefore, the
appropriate context in which it should be used. For example, many words in Thai
are used more by women than men and while men using these words is not
against any rule whatsoever, they can sound a little strange doing so. The
'female' indicator icon highlights these words and the rating between 1 to 5 gives
some indication of how feminine the word is. No other book gives learners of Thai
this type of insight into the Thai language.
•Learn the phrases that are key to expressing yourself in everyday situations; not
basic nouns and verbs you already know but the other words you need to
construct sentences and sound credible in Thai.
•Gain insight into words through tips and indicator icons – a totally new and
unique tool to impart insight into Thai words; learn the words with 'Thai-ness' to
instantly impress.
•Extensive advice on not just what to learn but how to learn Thai!
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=461812
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HOW TO ORDER BOOKS FROM US :
Institutional/Individual Libraries
Please send us your official purchase order by e-mail/fax/post. We shall despatch
the books to you. On receipt of the books in good condition, you can send us your
Payment by Cheque/Wire Transfer. Credit Card Payments are accepted through
paypal. For Postage & Packing - Actuals are charged. You can check the Postage
at www.singpost.com. If you need any further clarification, please do contact us.
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